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Background: In vitro patient tumor models such as patient-derived organoids (PDO) and conditionally repro- 

grammed (CR) cell culture are important for translational research and pre-clinical drug testing. In this study 

we present a personalized drug sensitivity test for late stage, potentially operable colorectal cancer (CRC) using 

patient-derived primary tumor cells isolated with i-CR technology, an optimized CR method. We explored the 

clinical feasibility of using i-CR platform to guide CRC chemotherapy, and established the correlation between 

in vitro drug sensitivity and patient clinical response. 

Methods: Primary CRC tumor cells were isolated and cultured with the i-CR technology. NGS was performed and 

the WES and CNV results of i-CR cells were compared with that of the original patient tumor samples. In vitro 

drug screenings were done with guideline chemotherapy drugs for CRC. In vivo drug response was examined with 

paired PDX mouse models. A double-blind co-clinical cohort study was carried out and the clinical outcomes of 

the enrolled patients were compared with the i-CR results. 

Results: i-CR platform could be used to rapidly propagate primary colorectal tumor cells that represent individual 

patient tumors effectively by keeping the clonal heterogeneity and the genetic characteristics. Chemotherapy drug 

screenings with i-CR cells were comparable with that of PDX models. More importantly, i-CR results showed high 

accordance with the clinical outcomes of the enrolled CRC patients. 

Conclusion: i-CR platform was capable to test and optimize therapeutic regimens pre-clinically, study cancer 

cell biology, and model tumor re-emergence to identify new targeted therapeutics from an effective personalized 

medicine standpoint. 
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Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the most common cancers world-

ide and CRC ranks among the highest in terms of the cancer-related

eath [1–4] . As the most lethal gastrointestinal cancer malignancy, the

rojected 5-year mortality rate for late stage CRC is > 70%. The treat-
Abbreviations: PDO, patient-derived organoids; CR, conditional reprogrammin

GS, next-generation sequencing; WES, whole-genome sequencing; CNV, copy num

eoxyuridine; MI, maximum inhibition; DSI, drug sensitivity index; TGI, tumor grow
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ents for CRC patients include surgery, radiation therapy, chemother-

py, targeted therapy and immunotherapy [5–8] . Radical surgery and

djuvant chemotherapy and targeted therapy can yield a clinical re-

ponse even in stage III-IV disease. Unfortunately, the response rate to

uideline therapies remains below expectation, and relapse and chemo-

esistance are observed in a majority of the patients [7 , 9] . In the era
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f precision medicine, it is essential to develop new technologies for

nding tailored therapies for CRC patients. 

In the past decade, the progress made in gene sequencing technol-

gy, especially the emergence of NGS, and the development of targeted

herapeutics have been pushing the boundaries of precision medicine.

owever, recent studies showed that there are still over 70% of the

atients cannot benefit from gene sequencing results in terms of person-

lized therapy [10] . Even for the small fraction of cancer-related muta-

ions that were validated clinically, the matched targeted therapies are

till mostly transient and partial. The complexity and diversity of cancer

ystems prevented the wider success of gene sequencing. It is therefore

mportant to develop in vitro platforms that can reliably test and predict

atient responses to novel therapeutics [11] . 

For a long time, scientists have undertaken the challenge to develop

ethods for propagating and studying primary tumors outside of the

uman body. Traditional established cell lines of patient tumor tissues

ave been widely used in this regard. Conversely, functional drug test-

ng with traditional tumor cell lines or primary cell cultures is associ-

ted with cloning bias and the loss of tumor cell heterogeneity remains

 major obstacle for studying drug efficacy and drug resistance [12] . In

ddition, the establishment of tumor cell lines is hindered by the low

ate of success (1–10%, depending on the tissue of origin and state of

isease progression). Patient-derived xenograft (PDX) [13–15] and tu-

or organoids [16–18] have been considered more clinically relevant

odels for original patient tumors. Yet the use of such systems still fac-

ng hurdles such as high cost, long duration and technical difficulties,

tc. [19 , 20] . 

Conditional reprogramming (CR) is an emerging primary cell culture

echnology first reported by Liu et al. [21 , 22] . CR system allows expan-

ion of epithelial cells in vitro with high efficiency and can be used to

ropagate normal or tumor cells from various different tissues. Genetic

nalysis by whole exome sequencing (WES) and copy number variations

CNVs) suggests CR cells are capable of keeping the tumor heterogeneity

23–25] . CR tumor cell cultures therefore can be excellent cancer mod-

ls for their ability to maintain the all-around characteristics of the hu-

an cancer. Recently an optimized CR-based primary tumor cell culture

ystem termed i-CR was developed [26] . The i-CR technology showed

romise in translational medicine and personalized cancer therapy. In

he present study, we thoroughly evaluated i-CR technology for its value

s a bona fide pre-clinical tumor model. Moreover, we explored the ca-

ability of i-CR technology in vitro drug sensitivity test for late-stage

olorectal cancer patients in a co-clinical cohort study, in which clini-

al patient responses to chemotherapies were matched to personalized

reatment in parallel laboratory i-CR studies. It was demonstrated i-CR

ystem could be an excellent pre-clinical test platform for personalized

herapy. 

ethods 

eneration of patient-derived primary cultures 

This study was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of Peking

niversity Cancer Hospital. All specimens were collected from patients

ith written consent. 

Swiss 3T3 fibroblast cells were purchased from The Cell Bank of Type

ulture Collection of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shanghai, China.

he isolation and cultivation of i-CR primary tumor cells and normal

rimary epithelial cells were similar to the previously reported method

20] with modifications [26] . In brief, human tumor samples were ob-

ained and immediately transferred into Tissue Preservation Solution

Percans Oncology, Beijing, China) at 4 °C. The tissue was rinsed twice

ith cold PBS and minced with surgical scissors in a sterile Petri dish.

t was then subjected to enzymatic dissociation with a combination of

ollagenase I, DNase and dispase. Final cell suspensions were filtered

hrough 100- 𝜇m cell strainers, followed by pelleting and resuspension

n the complete i-CR medium or the selective medium. The complete
edium consisted of DMEM/F-12 basal medium, 2% FBS, 10 ng/mL

uman EGF (ThermoFisher), 10 𝜇M Y-27,632 (Selleckchem), 10 ng/mL

FGF (ThermoFisher), 10 mM Nicotinamide (Sigma), 1 fold of Insulin-

ransferrin-Selenium (ThermoFisher), 1 fold of Non-essential amino

cid (ThermoFisher), 25 ng/mL mouse Wnt3a (Peprotech), 500 ng/mL

uman R-spondin-1 (Peprotech), 100 ng/mL Noggin (Peprotech), 100

g/mL Primocin (Vivogen). The selective medium was the complete

edium minus Wnt3a, R-spondin-1 and Noggin. Isolated cells were

eeded onto a layer of lethally irradiated (40 Gy) Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts

eeder cells and incubated for at 37 °C in 5% CO2. 

stablishment of PDX models 

All animal experiments were performed under sterile conditions at

ercans Oncology Inc. specific-pathogen free facility and carried out in

ccordance with the National Institutes of Health guide for the care and

se of laboratory animals. The procedure of PDX model establishment

as referred to previous reports [14 , 26] . Briefly, 6–8 week-old female

OD/SCID mice (Beijing HFK Bio-Technology Co., LTD, Beijing, China)

ere used for the studies. Tumor samples obtained from patients were

mmediately transferred into tissue preservation solution (Percans On-

ology, Beijing, China) and sliced into small fragments. The mice were

noculated with the fragments subcutaneously at one flank to produce

enografts called passage 1 (P1). The serial xenografts of different pas-

ages were generated using the same procedure. 

TR analysis 

Genomic DNA was prepared with Axygen genomic DNA prepara-

ion kit and used for PCR assay. Short tandem repeat (STR) analysis

as performed with 20 STR loci (including the 8 loci recommended

y ATCC) and Amelogenin locus. Amplified fragments were detected

ith the ABI3730XL genetic analyzer (Applied Biosystems). Data anal-

sis was done with DSMZ tools (Leibniz-Institut DSMZ, Germany). 

hole-exome sequencing (WES) and copy-number analysis 

Whole-exome enrichment was performed using the TruSeq Exome

nrichment Kit (Illumina). Captured DNA libraries were sequenced

ith the Illumina HiSeq 2500 Genome Analyzer, yielding 200 (2 ×100)

ase pairs from the final library fragments. All sequencing reads were

rimmed and filtered using Trimmomatic 36, followed with alignments

f resulting reads to hg19 reference genome with Burrows-Wheeler

ligner (BWA, http://bio-bwa.Sourceforge.net/ ). Then Genome Anal-

sis Tool Kit (GATK) was used for base quality score recalibration, indel

ealignment, and duplicate removal, reads with quality below 20 were

iscarded. 

Four popular somatic SNV callers, i.e. Varscan, SomaticSniper,

trelka and MuTect2 were run on above pre-processed sequencing data

nd with default parameters recommended by the developers. We set

he somatic quality threshold of SomaticSniper to 30. Raw call sets gen-

rated by Varscan and SomaticSniper were filtered by pipelines pro-

osed by the developers, and those generated by Strelka and MuTect2

ere processed with built-in post-calling filters for either tool. Vari-

us genome databases (Human Genome Mutation Database (HGMD),

apMap data, Single Nucleotide Polymorphism database (dbSNP), 1000

enomes, and COSMIC v70) were used to search for previously described

utations and/or polymorphisms, and co-segregation studies were per-

ormed for candidate gene mutations. 

n vitro drug screening with i-CR models 

Approximately 1500–5000 per well isolated tumor cells were seeded

nto a 96-well black-walled clear-bottom microplate (Corning, USA),

hich was layered with feeder cells 24 h before. The cells were cultured

ntil small colonies became readily visible (2–5 days). 

http://bio-bwa.Sourceforge.net/
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All drugs and drug combinations were first dissolved in DMSO as

000x stock, and then added to each well according to specific study

esign. Typically, the drugs were tested in vitro at a maximum con-

entration C 0 , which is assigned according to the reported steady-state

rug concentration in human serum [27] and further adjusted based on

mpirical evidence. Serial dilutions were performed when needed. The

ells were continuously cultured for 7 days in the presence of the drugs

r DMSO (as control). One micro molar of EdU was added for the last

4 h. EdU staining uses a “click ” reaction to directly label active DNA

ynthesis and measure cells in S phase. [28] .Test plates were fixed and

tained with Cell Quantitative Detection Kit (Percans Oncology, Beijing,

hina) according to the manufacturer’s instruction. After staining, test

lates were scanned with Arrayscan XTI 800, and images were acquired

nd analyzed with the built-in Bioapplication software package. 

The effectiveness of each therapeutic regimen was evaluated and

uantified using the formula: Maximum Inhibition (MI) = N 0 /N d , where

 0 and N d denotes the number of EpCAM 

+ EdU 

+ epithelial cells in the

ells of control or with the drug at concentration C 0 , respectively. 

The Drug Sensitivity Index (DSI) was a novel concept based on the

ell-established “log-kill ” model [29] . It was calculated using the for-

ula: DSI = 1∕4Ln(MI C0 ) + 1∕2Ln(MI 1∕2C0 ) + Ln(MI 1∕4C0 ) , where MI C0 ,

I 1/2C0 , and MI 1/4C0 are MI values observed when cells were treated at

rug concentrations C 0 , 1/2C 0 and 1/4C 0 , respectively. 

n vivo drug screening with the PDX model 

When the average tumor size reached approximately 250–300 mm 

3 

n the mice, the animals were randomly allocated into different groups,

ith 5 mice per group. The day of randomization was defined as study

ay 0. Tumor volume is expressed in mm 

3 using the following formula:

 (volume) = ( a ×b 2 )/2 where a and b are the long and short diameters

f the tumor, respectively. The list of drugs and their dosing regimens

ere presented in Supplementary Table S1. Tumor suppression was ex-

ressed as Tumor Growth Inhibition (TGI), which is calculated accord-

ng to the formula: TGI = (1-(T i -T 0 )/(V i -V 0 )) 
∗ 100, where T i as the mean

umor volume of the treatment group on the measurement day; T 0 as

he mean tumor volume of the treatment group at D 0 ; V i as the mean

umor volume of control group at the measurement day; V 0 as the tumor

olume of the control group at D 0 . 

linical validation of chemosensitivity assays 

This study was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of Peking

niversity Cancer Hospital. All specimens were collected from patients

ith written consent. 

Patients were pathology confirmed, stage IV colorectal cancer pa-

ients who underwent emergency surgery or palliative resection to re-

ove the tumor, and can tolerate chemotherapy with measurable tu-

or lesion thereafter. Adult patients between 18 and 70 years old, male

r female, informed patient consent, treatment-naïve, stage IV CRC pa-

ients with pathology confirmation with resectable tumor, estimated sur-

ival time no less than 6 months, and the patient has at least one mea-

urable disease lesion (according to RECIST1.1). Patients met the fol-

owing criteria should be excluded from the study: history of any prior

nti-cancer treatment; participant of any other clinical study within 6

onths, women currently breast feeding or pregnant, severe liver or

idney function impairment (liver function: TBIL ≤ 1.5 ×ULN, ALT &

ST ≤ 2.5 ×ULN), kidney function Cr ≤ 1.5 ×ULN and creatinine clear-

nce rate ≥ 50 mL/min (according to the Cockcroft-Gault formula), pa-

ients with cognitive impairment, psychological disease, or poor compli-

nce, allergic to known chemotherapy ingredients, or other conditions

esearchers deemed not suitable for study participation. 

All drugs used are approved by the CFDA (China Food and Drug Ad-

inistration) for the treatment of colorectal cancer, generally according

o current guidelines or recommendation from MDT (multidisciplinary

eam) panels. Evaluate the correlation between MI as well as DSI as
easured by CR-based ex vivo drug sensitivity test with patient clini-

al response as measured by imaging data. Any adverse or severe event

ssociated with image analysis, laboratory analysis, as well as during

linical follow up period. CEA serum levels and computed tomography

CT) scans of the chest, abdomen and pelvis were performed at baseline

nd then repeated at least every 8 weeks during treatment (or earlier

or patients with suspected disease progression). CT scans were cen-

rally reviewed by a single radiologist to document response to treat-

ent according to the RECIST criteria (version 1.1). This clinical and

adiological evaluation was conducted blindly from CR results. 

tatistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 20.0 software (SPSS)

r Graphpad Prism version 6.0 (Graphpad software). One-way ANOVA

as used to compare differences in MI between different groups. A two-

ided p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

esults 

ultivation of primary tumor cells with i-CR system 

Tumor specimens were collected from 47 stage III-IV colorectal can-

er patients with age ranging from 27 to 87. Metastasis was reported

n most of these patients (Supplementary Table S1). The samples were

ubjected to treatments for the establishment of i-CR cell cultures and

DX models as shown in Fig. 1 . 

The newly developed system, i-CR, showed significant advantage in

ulturing CRC tumor cells versus the original CR ( Fig. 2 A). The mor-

hology of the cultured i-CR cells was comparable to the patient tissue

amples. As shown in Fig. 2 B, small clusters of cells were isolated from

umor tissues and seeded onto tissue culture plates (96-well). The cells

ere continually cultured in i-CR medium until near confluent (nor-

ally 8–10 days). When performing drug testing, the cells were allowed

o recover for 1–2 days after plating before the treatment of drugs. The

ells were then incubated for 7 days, and EdU reagent was added for

he last 24 h. After fluorescent labeling, the plates were assayed with

 high-content imaging system. A typical analysis of cell growth result

as shown in Fig. 2 C. 

As shown in Fig. 2 D, equal numbers of isolated CRC tumor cells and

ormal colon epithelial cells from four patients were cultured under i-

R condition in complete medium or in selective medium, respectively.

he tumor cells expand rapidly in both complete medium and selective

edium. The total cell number of the tumor cells cultured in selective

edium was 70% of that in complete medium. Normal epithelial cell

rowth, however, was hindered in selective medium, with cell number

eached only 4% of that in complete medium. 

The ability of i-CR system to quickly expand CRC tumor cells is cru-

ial for rapid pre-clinical drug test. In addition, i-CR cells potentially can

e cultured indefinitely, providing enough cells for more in vitro drug

creening such as targeted drugs and combination therapy. To ensure

hat the i-CR culture remained uncontaminated after prolonged passag-

ng, we performed STR analysis at 20 genetic loci and the Amelogenin

ocus. The STR results shown in Figure S1 indicated the cultures in pas-

ages 0, 4 and 10 were identical. 

enetic analysis of i-CR cultured cells and patient tumor tissues 

DNA isolated from resected CRC tumor tissues and the derived i-CR

ultured cells was used for WES and copy number analysis. Five pairs of

amples, which include three pairs of patient tissue-i-CR cells and two

airs of PDX tissue-i-CR cells, were tested. To investigate whether i-CR

ells maintained the genetic heterogeneity of their original tissues, we

xamined the single nucleotide variations (SNVs) of each sample against

he reference genome and the results are summarized in Fig. 3 A. In all, i-

R cells shared 96.9% of their SNVs with primary tumors. The high con-
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of i-CR-based drug sensitivity test and data analysis. Patient tumor samples were collected and subjected to i-CR primary tumor cell culture and 

PDX model formation according to Material and Methods. High-content drug tests and data analysis were done with i-CR cells, the results were validated with PDX 

models and further compared with clinical outcomes. 
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Table 1 

In vitro and in vivo drug tests. 

Patient ID Drug test index Capecitabine/5-FU XELOX FOLFIRI 

NYZ081 MI7 59.91 283.5 203.4 

DSI 5.11 7.17 7.77 

TGI 82% 91% 90% 

NYZ092 MI7 29.68 297.9 270.4 

DSI 2.62 5.2 5.59 

TGI 58% 84% 89% 

NYZ093 MI7 2.52 4.78 0.75 

DSI 0.06 0.61 0.23 

TGI 62% 72% 72% 

NYZ094 MI7 2.72 29.4 6.09 

DSI 1.34 2.1 1.13 

TGI 78% 88% 80% 

NYZ109 MI7 18.37 26.22 7.23 

DSI 2.49 3.44 3.41 

TGI 43% 61% 90% 

NYZ119 MI7 113.6 242.7 615.0 

DSI 3.11 4.16 4.07 

TGI 54% 66% 101% 

NYZ113 MI7 661.9 800.5 2801 

DSI 6.04 7.06 7.21 

TGI 40% 83% 73% 

NYZ102 MI7 12.56 41.79 28.02 

DSI 1.93 3.38 4.26 

TGI 54% 75% 121% 

NYZ053 MI7 164.8 532.6 391.5 

DSI 4.51 5.63 6.46 

TGI 107% 83% 103% 
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ordance of SNVs indicated the genomic heterogeneity of the primary

umors was mostly maintained in the i-CR cultures. This observation

as supported by comparing the SNVs of tumor-related genes of all the

amples. The results were presented as Venn diagram in Fig. 3 B. High

imilarities were shown between i-CR cells and the paired tumor tis-

ues. Genes related to human colorectal cancer were selected and their

xpression profiles were analyzed [30 , 31] . The results were shown in

ig. 3 C. Next, we analyzed the copy number variations (CNVs) of the

-CR samples and the corresponding tumor tissues. CNVs were obtained

y comparing copy number profiles of our samples against the refer-

nce profiles and the representative result was shown in Supplemen-

ary Table S2. The CNV profiles of i-CR cells and primary tumors ap-

eared to be highly conserved, consistent with the supposition that i-

R cells largely maintained the genomic heterogeneity of the primary

umors. 

aximum inhibition (MI) and drug sensitivity index (DSI) as 

easurements for in vitro drug response 

The drug response of i-CR tumor cells was calculated as MI and DSI

alues as described in Material and methods. The MI values of the ther-

peutic regimens for each patient were shown in Fig. S2A and Table

3. MI is a more intuitive indication of the inhibition effect of the drug

reatments. Higher MI value represents more effective inhibition. DSI is

 novel in vitro drug sensitivity criteria used in this study. The calcula-

ion of DSI takes into account of the populational difference of tumor

ells in terms of drug sensitivity [29] . Using the derived mathematical

ormula, we calculated the DSI values of the drugs. The results are listed

n Fig. S2B. And Table S4. 

alidation of in vitro drug screening results of i-CR cells with paired PDX 

odels 

Next, we sought to validate in vitro screening results with paired

DX models in vivo . Fig. 4 showed the PDX tumor growth of two dif-

erent CRC patients. The mouse models were treated with capecitabine,

xaliplatin, irinotecan or in combinations of capecitabine + oxaliplatin

XELOX), capecitabine + irinotecan (XELIRI). In the PDX model of pa-

ient A, the tumor growth inhibition (TGI) values of different regimens

ere 54% (capecitabine), 75% (XELOX), and 121% (XELIRI), respec-

ively. The corresponding DSI values in paired i-CR culture were 1.93,

.38, and 4.26, respectively ( Fig. 4 A). In the PDX model of patient B, the

umor growth inhibition (TGI) values of different regimens were 58%

capecitabine), 84% (XELOX), and 89% (XELIRI), respectively. The cor-

esponding DSI values in paired i-CR culture were 2.62, 5.2, and 5.59,
espectively ( Fig. 4 B). Results from PDX models are consistent with that

f i-CR. Similar results were repeated with other patient samples and

he results were presented in Table 1 . 

linical parameters of patient tumor samples affecting the establishment of 

-CR culture 

Out of the total 47 CRC patient tumor samples collected in this study,

0 were successfully cultured in i-CR system. Significant number of

ontamination-free tumor cells were isolated. And the cells proliferated

t a satisfactory rate for high-content drug screening. The overall success

ate was 42.6%. Twenty-two samples were also subjected to creating

DX models, with 16 being successful. The success rate was 72.7%. PDX

nd i-CR overlapped in 10 models (Table S1). PDX models are known

o be easier to establish from aggressive, high-grade and metastatic tu-

ors [32] . We investigated the factors that affect the success rate of i-CR

ulture. Comparisons were made on the origin, the pathological profile
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Fig. 2. Development of i-CR system. A) Growth com- 

parison of tumor cells from CRC patients using i-CR 

system and conventional CR system. B) Reverse-phase 

microscopic images of the cultured i-CR cells at dif- 

ferent time points after isolation. Red arrow: tumor 

cell colonies; green arrow: feeder cells. The scale bar 

equals to 200 𝜇m. C) Fluorescent microscopic images 

the cultured i-CR cells at day 2 (upper panel) and day 

7 (lower panel) after isolation. In the combined im- 

ages, the yellow color represents EpCAM staining, the 

red color represents EdU labeling and the blue color 

represents Hoechst staining. The scale bar equals to 

200 𝜇m. D) Comparison of tumor and normal cell 

growth in complete medium and selective medium. 

The samples were from four patients and all experi- 

ments were repeated three times. p < 0.05. 

a  

m  

s  

f  

a  

(  

p  

t  

e  

e

nd the characteristics of the tumor samples, and the results were sum-

arized in Table 2 . Three factors appeared to significantly affect the

uccess rate of i-CR culture. Biopsy samples from tumor deposits (TDs,

ocal aggregates of tumor cells located in the pericolic or perirectal fat

nd not associated with lymph nodes) had extremely low success rate
one out of ten succeeded). Also, all five mucinous adenocarcinoma sam-

les failed. Furthermore, out of 25 tumor samples that were previously

reated with chemo or radio-therapy, only 7 succeeded. Other param-

ters, such as tumor stage, primary tumor site, BRAF mutation profile,

tc., did not seem to affect i-CR culture. 
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Fig. 3. Genetic analysis of i-CR primary tumor cells. A) SNV similarities between i-CR cells and patient tumor tissues. B) Venn diagrams of SNVs in cancer-related 

genes for i-CR cultured cells compared to that of patient tumor tissues. C) Heatmap of genetic profiles of cancer genes of CRC. T: tumor, C: cultured cells. 

Fig. 4. In vivo drug sensitivity test in PDX models and the correlation of tumor growth inhibition in PDXs with DSI measurements in the paired i-CR systems. A and 

B are two representatives of the patient samples (Patient NYZ102 and NYZ092, respectively). 
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Table 2 

Summary of parameters affecting i-CR model establishment. 

Parameters Success( N = 20) Number(%) No Success( N = 27) Number(%) P-value 

Sex 0.358 

male 14(70.0%) 22(81.5%) 

female 6(30.0%) 5(18.5%) 

Age 0.582 

< 65 11 (55.0%) 17 (63.0%) 

≥ 65 9 (45.0%) 10 (37.0%) 

Biopsy position 0.025 

primary 17 (85.0%) 13 (48.1%) 

metastasis 2 (10.0%) 5 (18.5%) 

deposit 1 (5.0%) 9 (33.3%) 

Type of tumor 0.042 

adenocarcinoma 20 (100.0%) 22 (81.5%) 

mucinous adenocarcinoma 0 (0.0%) 5 (18.5%) 

Tumor stage 0.355 

II 0 (0.0%) 1 (3.8%) 

III 1 (5.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

IV 19 (95.0%) 26 (96.2%) 

Primary location 0.999 

Rectum 8 (40.0%) 11 (40.7%) 

Left Colon 6 (30.0%) 8 (29.6%) 

Right Colon 6 (30.0%) 8 (29.6%) 

Pre treatment 0.031 

No 13 (65.0%) 9 (33.3%) 

Chemotherapy/radiotherapy 7 (35.0%) 18 (66.7%) 

Kras/Nras 0.967 

unknown 1 (5.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

wild type 14 (70.0%) 19 (70.0%) 

mutant type 5 (25.0%) 8 (30.0%) 

BRAF 0.497 

unknown 1 (5.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

wild type 13 (65.0%) 19 (70.4%) 

mutant type 6 (30.0%) 8 (29.6%) 

Outcomes 0.275 

unknown 0 (0.0%) 8 (29.6%) 

alive 16 (80.0%) 16(59.3%) 

dead 4(20.0%) 3(11.1%) 
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The clinical outcomes of i-CR success and i-CR failure patients were

onitored and compared. As shown in Figure S3, tumorigenicity ap-

eared to be an independent predictor of poor FPS (Breslow (Gener-

lized Wilcoxon), P < 0.0001) for stage IV colorectal cancer patients.

he patient group with success i-CR culture had a statistically signifi-

ant ( p = 0.02) shorter PFS (progression free survival) when compared

ith the i-CR failure group. Therefore, there is a reciprocal relationship

etween the success rate of i-CR model generation and the disease out-

ome. The higher the rate is, the worse the prognosis. 

omparison of i-CR drug sensitivity tests with clinical outcomes of CRC 

atients 

Genetic analysis and functional characterization proved that i-CR

ulture can be an excellent tumor model in vitro drug testing. Next,

e examined its clinical predictive value for CRC patients’ responses

o chemotherapeutic agents. Of the 20 patients with i-CR model estab-

ished, 2 did not receive further chemotherapy treatment, 1 received

dditional targeted therapy. For the rest 17 eligible patients, the re-

ponses to the treatment regimens they received were compared with

-CR data, as long as PDX results. As shown in Table S5, the accordance

ate between i-CR tests and clinical responses is 94.1% (16/17). The

ccordance rate for PDXs and clinical results is 66.7% (6/9). 

Patient NYZ113 has ulcerated moderately-differentiated adenocarci-

oma of the rectum and further found to be accompanied by liver metas-

asis (pathological stage: pT3N1bM1a), and received rectal cancer re-

ection. The corresponding i-CR model analysis predicted the patient to

e hypersensitive to 5-FU + Oxaliplatin treatment ( Table 1 ). Clinically,

fter receiving 3 cycles of postoperative CAPOX regimen, the patient

howed very good prognosis, as evidenced by the dramatic decrease
f two tumor markers (CEA and CA19–9) and liver CT scan ( Fig. 5 A).

iver pathology indicated that one lesion was more than 90% tumor

ecrosis ( Fig. 5 A, 3 ) and another was pathological complete response

 Fig. 5 A, 4 ). No recurrence has been found in this patient during the

ollow-ups. In another example, patient NYZ132 was diagnosed with

epatic metastasis of sigmoid carcinoma (clinical stage: cT4aN2Ma).

fter sigmoid colon resection, the patient received 4 cycles of post-

perative XELOX regimen. With the abdominal CT scan showed pro-

ression of liver metastasis lesions ( Fig. 5 B, 1 and 2 ), the chemother-

py regimen was changed to FOLFIRI. The patient showed favorable

rognosis with the new regimen ( Fig. 5 B, 3 and 4 ), which was highly

onsistent with drug sensitivity results done with i-CR cultures (Table

3 and S4). In the case of patient NYZ080 (rectal cancer with hepatic

etastasis), tests with i-CR culture indicated that the tumor was sensi-

ive to FOLFIRI (Table S3 and S4). This result was verified by the clinical

utcome. After three cycles of FOLFIRI regimen, nuclear magnetic res-

nance (NMR) gave an overall evaluation of PR (partial response). And

he liver metastatic tumor was transformed from an unresectable lesion

 Fig 5 C, 1 and 3 ) to a borderline resectable lesion ( Fig. 5 C, 2 and 4 ). 

Furthermore, the results of i-CR drug sensitivity tests of six patients

NYZ53 (Ras wt;BRAF V600E mt; MSS), NYZ93 (Ras mt;BRAF V600E

t; MSS), NYZ94 (Ras wt;BRAF V600E wt; MSS), NYZ102 (Ras mt;BRAF

600E wt; MSS), NYZ109 (Ras mt;BRAF V600E wt; MSS), NYZ124 (Ras

t;BRAF V600E wt; MSS)) indicated that they were resistant to all the

rst-line therapeutic agents. Clinical responses proved this is the case.

ll six patients progressed quickly during the period of scheduled treat-

ents. Figure S4 are two representatives of these patients (NYZ124 and

YZ109), showing rapid progression of the disease. Overall, with the

xception of one patient (NYZ092), the clinical outcomes of eligible

atients showed excellent consistency with the respective i-CR data.
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Fig. 5. Clinical results for CRC patients. A) the upper panel is the CT scan of patient NYZ113, the lower panel is the pathology staining (scale bar = 600 𝜇m). B) CT 

scan of patient NYZ132. C) CT scan of patient NYZ080. 
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mong the i-CR models that we analyzed, as well as the parallel clinical

reatment outcomes, we report that the i-CR platform holds 100% sen-

itivity, 85.7% specificity, 91.7% positive predictive value, and 100%

egative predictive value in forecasting response to chemotherapy in

atients (Student’s t-test, p < 0.0001). The entire evaluation process can

e seamlessly integrated into conventional and neoadjuvant chemother-

py programs. 

iscussion 

Human cancers are histologically complex and genetically diverse

33] . A good cancer model should be able to largely maintain the all-

round characteristics of the human cancer [10 , 34] . Cancer cell lines

nd animal models are traditional key components of oncology research.

owever, the generation of cancer lines involves long-term cloning and

daptation of cloned cells to the culturing condition. They are very of-

en unable to recapitulate the patient’s tumor. PDX models are good at

imicking in vivo characteristics of the human tumor, but their appli-

ation is limited by high cost and long duration [19] . Researchers have

ong been trying to develop ways to culture primary human tumor tis-

ues. Progress has been made in technologies such as conditional repro-

ramming and organoid generation. Studies on CR system, especially the

pplication with CRC and prostate cancer cells showed great potential

f this technology in fighting cancer [23 , 26] . However, rapid expand-

ng normal (or healthy) cells sometimes overshadow tumor cells’ drug

esponse. The selective medium in i-CR system was developed based

n the idea that genetically altered tumor cells have different growth

equirement than normal epithelial cells. By changing compositions of

he growth medium, we established a culture system that only allows

he rapid growth of tumor cells. In the presented study we examined

-CR technology and evaluated its potential application in pre-clinical
hemotherapy drug sensitivity test for colorectal cancer patients. The i-

R system was modified from the original CR method and the culturing

onditions were optimized for primary tumor cells especially colorectal

ancer. We noticed the success of generating an i-CR model correlates

ith the tumorigenicity of the disease specimen (Fig. S3). We catego-

ized the main factors that affect the successful establishment of an i-

R model. Taking into consideration of the issues listed in Table 2 , we

howed that the success rate of i-CR to generate primary tumor models

rom the patient tumor tissues was on-par with other methods such as

rganoid preparation and PDX. Furthermore, we developed a selective

edium, with which the tumor cells proliferated rapidly but the normal

ells failed to do so. This allowed us to monitor unmasked drug response

ithout the interference of the typically overgrown normal cells. More-

ver, extended sequencing tests on the cultured i-CR cells and the paired

umor tissues indicated the genetic heterogeneity of the tumors was well

aintained. 

A persistent problem faced by researchers in vitro drug tests is how

o score the drug response more precisely and accurately. Since the tests

re done with cultured cells, how to relate the results with clinical out-

omes is critical. To address this problem, we developed an algorism

drug sensitivity index, DSI) that overcomes the populational differences

n their sensitivities to a drug by the cultured cells. Tumors are hetero-

eneic and each tumor harbors cells with different sensitivities to a drug

reatment. It is clinically valuable to take into consideration of sensitivi-

ies of cultured tumor cells to different dosages of a drug. Therefore, we

ntroduced DSI (drug sensitivity index) as the criteria when assessing the

fficacy of a drug or drug combination in our in vitro drug screening.

he mathematical calculation for DSI was based on the well-established

log-kill ” model in vitro studies [29] . One further assumption was made

hat the distribution of cell population as a function of drug sensitiv-

ty is exponential, the greater part of the cells are highly sensitive to
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Fig. 6. Quadrant maps of i-CR responses for CRC chemotherapy agents. The dashed lines are the putative sensitivity threshold set at DSI = 3.8. 
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ower dosages in the sensitivity spectrum, the cells only sensitive to high

osages account to minor fractions of the whole population [29 , 35] . We

hen simplified the equation to make it more feasible for high-content

rug screens without sacrificing the capacity of the concept. 

Another key point in the in vitro sensitivity test is the effective drug

oncentrations in cell cultures could be far off from clinical regimens.

o make the tests results more clinically relevant, we performed our

ests at the human steady-state serum concentration of the drug as a

tarting point [27] . Steady-state serum concentration is reached when

he concentration of the drug in the body stays consistent, usually during

hich the drug is given continuously or repeatedly. By using steady sate

oncentration in tissue culture, we can mimic the amount of exposure of

he tumor cells to the drug. This approach worked particularly well in

voiding false negative results. Further modification and optimization

f the drug concentration were done based on empirical evidence. The

rotocol for each drug regimen was then verified with PDX models and

ltimately compared with clinical outcomes. 

The choice of agents used in the traditional chemotherapy for

RC includes fluoropyrimidine or its analogs 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) and

apecitabine, oxaliplatin and irinotecan [5 , 6] . Over the past 20 years,

ombination chemotherapy or systemic chemotherapy, which uses two

r more agents in various combinations and schedules, has shown to

e superior to the single agents and are widely accepted in the clinical

uidelines [6] . However, despite the improved efficacy, difficulties still

xist in decision-making in clinical applications, mainly due to the com-

lexity of the disease and the individualities of the patients. Especially

or late stage patients, when the aim of the treatments shifts from cure to

alliation, it becomes more important to avoid over-treatment [36 , 37] .

esides disease progression and adverse side effects, high medical cost

s a significant problem for majority of the patients. Therefore, it is crit-

cal to select the best chemotherapy regimens for individual patients.

o achieve this, an appropriate pre-clinical drug testing method is es-

ential. In the presented study, we successfully cultured primary tumor

ells from 20 late-stage CRC patients, performed in vitro chemotherapy

rug tests and demonstrated the concordance between i-CR system and

linical outcomes. As shown in Fig. 6 , drug responses for chemotherapy

gents ( Fig. 6 A for combined therapies and Fig. 6 B for single agents)

ere compared. The dash lines were theoretical drug sensitivity thresh-

lds (DSI = 3.8, based on statistical analysis of previous studies, Figure

5). FOLFOX and FOLFIRI ( Fig. 6 A, black circles) showed similar sen-

itivity profiles, as quadrant I being the non-responders to both regi-

ens and quadrant III being the responders. Quadrant II and IV are the

nes sensitive to one of the two regimens [38–40] . Single agents, on

he other hand, had larger discrepancies ( Fig. 6 B). Interestingly, FOL-

OXIRI ( Fig. 6 A, red squares) did not show significant advantage over

wo-agent regimens in terms of drug response rate among the patients.
his observation is contrary to published clinical data [41] . One con-

eivable reason is the small sample size. Another possibility is when we

emoved the original tumor samples that failed to establish i-CR models,

 bias in drug responses toward different treatments may be introduced.

n any event, further studies are needed to explore the full potential of

he technology. Nevertheless, Fig. 6 clearly demonstrated the enormous

linical value of i-CR system. For patients in quadrant I, when none of

he chemotherapy regimens were predicted as effective, alternative ap-

roaches should be considered as soon as possible. And for patients in

uadrant II and IV, i-CR tests could be the guidance for selecting the

est therapies. The ability for tumor cells to expand rapidly in i-CR cul-

ure permits timely clinical decisions. To the best of our knowledge,

he i-CR system described here is the first for forecasting patients’ clin-

cal responses to chemotherapies or targeted agents within 10–14 days.

lthough i-CR still cannot be applied directly to screening treatments

elated to tumor environment such as anti-angiogenic drugs and im-

unotherapy, the predictive value of the technology to identify chemo-

esistant patients can be used to demonstrate feasibility of alternative

herapies [26] . 

onclusion 

i-CR platform was capable to test and optimize therapeutic regimens

re-clinically, study cancer cell biology, and model tumor re-emergence

o identify new targeted therapeutics from an effective personalized

edicine standpoint. 
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